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Abstract:

For the physical model testing of wave energy converters (WECs) in the wave basin, it is necessary to test the models in a small number of sea states. Previously, the $H - T$ binning method was widely used to determine the sea states that are representative of an ocean area. However, it omitted much useful information such as the wave directionality. In this paper, a novel method, the $K$-means clustering technique is used in combination with High Frequency (HF) radar measured data from Wave Hub, UK. The results show that $K$-means clustering method better preserves the characteristics of the ocean area than the binning method. Furthermore, the impact of different regrouping methods on assessing the annual energy output of the model is investigated, by applying the $K$-means clustering method to a 1:25 two-body hinged raft WEC. It is found that although non-linear performance can be clearly observed in the model both physically and numerically. Due to the fact that most sea states from Wave Hub are out of the non-linearity range of the model, the non-linear effect on the overall performance of the WEC model in this ocean area is limited. It allows the annual energy output to be accurately predicted by using only a small number of representative sea states (defined as $K$) $\leq 15$, based on $K$-means clustering method.
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Due to global warming and the need to combat climate change, research into renewable energy becomes more and more important. Among various types of renewable energy, marine renewable energy (MRE) is considered an energy source with high potential. MRE can be considered to consist of five types, which are wave energy, ocean current energy, tidal energy, offshore wind energy, and osmotic energy. Among these, wave energy has a high power density; the global potential being about 26,000 TW.h/year [1], which could satisfy the global annual electricity generation in 2020 of 26,889 TW.h [2] if the global exploitable wave resource can be fully harnessed.

The devices designed to capture and convert wave energy into useful power are wave energy converters (WECs). Hundreds of WECs have been designed so far, including mainly the types of the oscillating water column (OWC), the point absorber (PA), the overtopping device, and the attenuator [3]. For an attenuator WEC, it is aligned perpendicular to the wave direction and its length is comparable to the incident wavelength. Representative examples are Pelamis [4], M4 [5], SeaPower [6], Blue Star & Blue Horizon [7], etc. A two-body hinged raft WEC belonging to the attenuator type is studied in this work.

To describe the development stages to commercialize a WEC design, the technology readiness level (TRL) [8] is used. It divides the development of a WEC from concept design to commercialization into 9 TRLs and 5 stages [9], and stage 1 (TRL from 1 to 3) and stage 2 (TRL from 3 to 5) rely heavily on physical model testing with scale parameters ranging from 1:100 to 1:10 [10]. Physical model testing is an important tool for the development of WECs. However, tank time is expensive so the number of sea states tested in a campaign must be limited. It is necessary to select several representative sea states for physical model testing based on limited resources. Instruments such as wave-rider buoy, acoustic doppler current profiler (ADCP), X-band radar, and HF radar are used to measure sea states at potential deployment sites in the form of the hourly directional wave spectrum. Due to a large amount of measured data annually, selecting a certain number of sea states for model testing is important to accurately represent the wave climate.

Traditionally, the \( H_s-T_e \) (or \( H_s-T_p \)) bivariate binning method is used to identify the number of occurrences of the characterised significant wave height \( H_s \) and wave energy period \( T_e \) (or peak wave period \( T_p \)) combinations (see Fig. 1). Sea states described by these determined \( H_s-T_p \) are then input into a parametric wave spectrum such as JONSWAP or PM with the targeted wave directionality simplified by a directional spreading function (DSF) to represent the site-specific sea states [11]. However, such a method is a simplification of the actual site conditions. The real spectral shape and directional spreading may differ from these parametric wave spectra. Apart from that,
the $H_s-T_p$ bins selected for tank testing can be non-representative because not every sea state is included in the selected bins (see Fig. 1), and thus, the traditional binning method cannot be used to represent the whole wave climate [12].

Fig. 1. Representation of the traditional $H_s-T_e$ bivariate binning diagram for the wave resource at a considered site. The bins created are of size $0.5 \text{ m} \times 1 \text{ s}$. In total, 118 non-empty bins are created, in which only 15 bins circled by solid black lines are selected for later use in tank testing. The values shown in the bins are the number of occurrences in a year for the corresponding $H_s-T_e$.

To obtain the sea states that can represent sufficiently the annual dataset, Hamilton applied the $K$-means clustering method (a detailed explanation of the $K$-means clustering technique is shown in Section 2) on 2456 non-directional wave spectra measured at Port Hedland, Australia in 1992 to obtain a group of representative sea states [13]. In contrast to the traditional $H_s-T_p$ binning method, the representative sea states consider the physically measured spectral shape. The work demonstrated the viability of using the $K$-means clustering technique on sea states regrouping. This method was later extended into 8 methods which include 2 binning methods and 6 $K$-means clustering methods using different wave parameters and compared by Draycott to identify 20 and 40 representative sea states from 64673 buoy-measured half-hourly directional wave spectra obtained for the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) site [14]. It was found that methods based on non-directional and directional wave spectra $K$-means clustering present a smaller relative error between the cluster mean and each member in the same group created, compared to the commonly used $H - T$ binning method and the $K$-means methods only using several wave parameters. Wang [15] continued Draycott’s research and compared 10 regrouping methods (with
Draycott’s 8 methods, and 2 new methods based on K-means clustering) by using 3161 HF radar measured hourly sea states in Cornwall, UK, and 8402 floating buoy measured hourly sea states in Long Island, US to obtain representative sea states. Wang showed that the regrouping quality of the same regrouping method is regardless of the location (Cornwall or Long Island) or the measuring instrument (HF radar or floating buoy) the sea states were measured. Methods based on non-directional and directional wave spectra K-means clustering are better than other methods, which is the same conclusion drawn from the EMEC sea states analysis by Draycott [14].

Furthermore, to suggest the most appropriate regrouping method for the model testing design of a WEC, Wang [16] tested the representative sea states obtained from 10 regrouping methods on a linear Point Absorber (PA) RM3 numerical model in WEC-Sim [17] and estimated the power output and annual energy output. It was found that for the fully linear RM3 model, the regrouping method using K-means clustering based on the non-directional wave spectrum provides the representative sea states corresponding to the power output scenarios with the highest representativeness (with the lowest average difference between the cluster mean and each group member compared to other regrouping methods). The annual energy output was shown to be accurately predicted by using only 20 representative sea states. However, this conclusion prompts the question of whether the practical non-linearity of a WEC has an influence on wave regrouping and the power output performance of the device.

Fig. 2. Physical and numerical testing of a 1:25 scale two-body hinged raft WEC. (a) The physical testing was conducted in the COAST laboratory at the University of Plymouth. The device comprises a fore raft, an aft raft, and a power take-off (PTO) system aligned with the hinge connection. (b) The numerical testing was developed in the open-source tool WEC-Sim.

To address this question, in this paper representative sea states obtained from 10 different regrouping methods (using K-clustering/binning method) are tested both physically and numerically with consideration of the WEC
non-linearity of a 1:25 hinged raft WEC. As shown in Fig. 2, the physical testing is conducted at the Coastal,
Ocean, and Sediment Transport (COAST) laboratory at the University of Plymouth (UoP); the numerical testing
is developed in WEC-Sim. To the best knowledge of the authors, this is the first time that regrouping methods are
investigated physically and numerically on a WEC. The authors hope that the data provided in this work can be
useful for guiding the model testing design and improving the performance estimation of a WEC. The 1: 25 hinged
raft WEC was designed and manufactured as part of the Round-Robin testing under the EU H2020 MaRINET2
project, which focuses on evaluating the impact of the facility itself on the experimental results, not the design
optimisation of a WEC. Detailed information on the Round-Robin testing for this hinged raft has been addressed
in [18]. The remainder of the paper is structured in the following way: regrouping methods are described in Section
2; the experimental and WEC-Sim numerical testing on the hinged raft WEC are described in Section 3; results
and discussion of testing different regrouping methods on this hinged raft WEC are given in Section 4; conclusions
are drawn in Section 5.

2. Description of wave regrouping methods

3161 hourly sea states at Wave Hub measured by HF radar system between 04/2012 and 12/2012 are used as the
total dataset in this paper. The HF radar data were obtained by a two-phased-array Wellen Radars (WERA) system
located on the southwest coast of the UK, overlooking the marine renewable testing field, Wave Hub. Each
measured hourly directional wave spectrum (in the units of m^2/(Hz∙rad)) is characterised by 30 angular directions
ranging from 0 rad to 29π/15 rad and 92 frequencies ranging from 0.03 Hz to 0.28 Hz. The HF radar system was
installed and maintained by the UoP in 2021. The accuracy of the data was high with the significant wave height
obtained having nearly zero bias and the relative error of the energy period within 10% [19]. Only 3161 hourly
sea states between 04/2012 and 12/2012 were used, because the measured wave data with low signal-to-noise
ratio were considered to be of low quality and were removed from the data set. From previous research [15], a
larger data set were used (Long Island sea states with 8402 hourly sea states annually). It was found that the
regrouping quality using the same regrouping methods with different data sets is almost identical. As a result, the
HF radar data set with 3161 hourly sea states is used in this research. The data used is not publicly available but
can be acquired with a request.

2.1. K-means clustering technique

K-means clustering is a method that divides a total of \( N \) members into \( K \) groups, ensuring that similar members
are put in the same group by minimising the sum of squared error (SSE) of all members. SSE is expressed as [20]:

\[
SSE = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \sum_{x \in S_i} (x - \mu_i)^2
\]
\[
\text{SSE} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{x_i \in C_k} ||x_i - \mu_k||^2 = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{x_i \in C_k} d(x_i, \mu_k)^2,
\]

(1)

where \(x_i\) is the data member, \(C_k\) is the set of members in cluster \(k\), \(\mu_k\) is the vector mean of cluster \(k\), \(d\) is the Euclidean distance between two \(p\)-dimensional instances, where \(x_i = (x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots, x_{ip})\) and \(x_j = (x_{j1}, x_{j2}, \ldots, x_{jp})\). 

\[
d(x_i, x_j) = (|x_{i1} - x_{j1}|^2 + |x_{i2} - x_{j2}|^2 + \ldots + |x_{ip} - x_{jp}|^2)^{1/2}.
\]

(2)

\(\mu_k\) is defined as:

\[
\mu_k = \frac{1}{M(k)} \sum_{x_i \in C_k} x_i,
\]

(3)
in which \(M(k)\) is the number of members in \(C_k\).

From the definition of SSE, a preferred \(K\)-means clustering method should be the one providing the minimum average difference SSE between group members and their cluster mean. The flow chart described in Fig. 3 is used to find the optimum \(K\) clusters by minimising SSE. When SSE does not decrease by relocating the cluster centres, it indicates the current partition is optimal and the iteration can stop [21], [22]. It should be noted that the iteration can also stop when SSE is below a certain defined limit. The clustering results can be affected by the selection of the \(K\) targets used in the first iteration. As a result, the calculation is usually repeated multiple times (replicates) and the result with the minimum SSE is considered the optimized result [23].

Fig.3. Workflow of the \(K\)-means clustering technique.
2.2. Regrouping methods

As described in Table 1, 10 regrouping methods are proposed in this work to obtain representative sea states for model testing from 3161 HF radar measured hourly sea states. The equation of each wave parameter used can be found in [14]. It can be seen that 8 out of 10 regrouping methods are based on the \( K \)-means clustering technique, and the other 2 are binning methods A and B. As suggested from the previous work [15]: (1) regardless of which regrouping method is used, the regrouping quality increases with \( K \) (number of groups) for the same total dataset; (2) when \( K > 20 \), increasing \( K \) cannot improve the regrouping quality obviously; and (3) it is not possible to increase \( K \) without limit, due to the time constraints of the model testing. Therefore, to compare the impact of different regrouping methods on the regrouping quality of the wave, \( K = 20 \) is used for methods A–J, as discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

Table 1. 10 regrouping methods. \( H_s \) is the significant wave height; \( T_e \) is the wave energy period; \( \theta_m \) is the mean wave direction; \( S(f) \) is the non-directional wave spectrum; \( S(f, \theta) \) is the directional wave spectrum; \( v \) is the wave spectral bandwidth; \( P_w \) is the wave power; \( S_p \) is the wave steepness, \( \sigma_\theta \) is the directional spreading parameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial number</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Binning</td>
<td>( H_s, T_e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>( H_s, T_e, \theta_m )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>( S(f) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td>( S(f, \theta) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>( K )-means clustering</td>
<td>( H_s, T_e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>( H_s, T_e, \theta_m, v, P_w, S_p, \sigma_\theta )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td>( E + C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td>( F + D )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>( C + ) modified E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td>( D + ) modified E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in the traditional binning method in Fig. 1, only 15 bins are selected for model testing, while 118 non-empty bins are created. Generally, those bins are selected subjectively. Users tend to select bins with \( H_s \) and \( T_e \)
that they are interested in according to different WECs. However, due to the loss of a large number of non-empty bins, it is difficult to determine whether the selected bins are fully representative.

To solve the problem, in this work, the bin size is determined based on the full range of $H_s$ and $T_e$, instead of using the traditionally fixed bin size (e.g., 0.5 m × 1 s, as shown in Fig. 1). As described in Fig. 4, for method A in this paper, 6 and 4 bins are finally determined over the full range of $H_s$ and $T_e$ respectively to reach $K = 20$ as closely as possible. However, it can be seen that the desired number of non-empty bins is very hard to satisfy. As a result, only 19 non-empty bins are created and used in this work for method A, not 20.

Method B is like method A but with a third dimension $\theta_m$ added. Therefore, the bins created are cubic. After multiple attempts, 4, 3, and 3 bins are used over the full range of $H_s$, $T_e$ and $\theta_m$ respectively to reach $K = 20$ as close as possible. As a result, $K = 21$ is achieved for method B. 

**Fig. 4.** Diagram of method A with 24 bins created for 3161 HF radar measured hourly sea states with only 19 non-empty.

Method C is the $K$-means clustering method in terms of the non-directional wave spectrum. The difference between the two members $S_i(f)$ and $S_j(f), f = (f_1, f_2, ..., f_p)$ is given below:

$$d(S_i(f), S_j(f)) = (|S_i(f_1) - S_j(f_1)|^2 + |S_i(f_2) - S_j(f_2)|^2 + ... + |S_i(f_p) - S_j(f_p)|^2)^{1/2}. \quad (4)$$

Method D is the directional wave spectrum $K$-means clustering method. The difference between two members $S_i(f, \theta), S_j(f, \theta), f = (f_1, f_2, ..., f_p), \theta = (\theta_1, \theta_2, ..., \theta_q)$ can be calculated by:

$$d \left( S_i(f, \theta), S_j(f, \theta) \right) = \frac{1}{pq} \left( \sum_{m=1}^{p} \sum_{n=1}^{q} |S_i(f_m, \theta_n) - S_j(f_m, \theta_n)|^2 \right)^{1/2}. \quad (5)$$
Method E is the \( K \)-means clustering method with normalized significant wave height \( H_s \) and energy period \( T_e \) (both of the parameters are normalized by their total mean value respectively to eliminate the influence from different units). The relative difference between two members can be obtained from Eq. (2) with \( H_s \) as \( x_1 \) and \( T_e \) as \( x_2 \).

Method F is similar to method E but considers another 5 wave parameters, all of which are normalized by the mean value of the total data set respectively. The relative difference between two members can be obtained from Eq. 2 with \( H_s \) as \( x_1 \), \( T_e \) as \( x_2 \), \( \theta_m \) as \( x_3 \),… and \( \sigma_\theta \) as \( x_7 \).

Method G and H are both two-step methods in which the first step is to create \( K/2 \) sub-groups by method E or F and the second step is to use C and D to split each sub-cluster into two groups to obtain \( K \) groups in total. Method I and J are also two-step methods as well but using method C or D as the first step then using a modified method E which balances the importance of normalised \( H_s \) and \( T_e \) in the clustering process. Full details are given in [15].

After obtaining the relative difference between two members, the \( K \)-means clustering technique can be applied to methods C to J. To show the regrouping results clearly, methods A to J and their obtained representative sea states (i.e., the mean of the directional wave spectra of each group) for the 3161 HF radar dataset when \( K = 20 \) are plotted in \( H_s-T_e \) space in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. Wave groups created using 10 regrouping methods A to J based on the 3161 HF radar measured data for Wave Hub, under $K = 20$. Wave scatter data assigned in the same group are marked in the same colour. The corresponding representative sea states obtained are marked by black circles. For $K$-means methods C to J, the number of maximum iterations is 200. The number of replicates is 100.

2.3. Metric used to quantify the regrouping quality of different methods

After groups are obtained (as shown in Fig. 5), it is necessary to compare the quality of different regrouping methods, and a metric proposed in [24] is used here and expressed as:

$$M_{et}(\delta) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{1}{K} \sum_{m=1}^{M(k)} \sum_{d=1}^{D(\delta)} \frac{\left| \delta_{k,m,d} - \mu_{k,d}(\delta) \right|}{\mu_{k,d}(\delta)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)
in which \( K \) is the number of groups created; \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, K \) represents each of the groups; \( M(k) \) represents the number of members inside group \( k \); \( m = 1, 2, \ldots, M(k) \) represents each of the members in group \( k \); \( \delta \) represents the wave parameter used for representativeness assessment, \( \delta = H_s, T_e, \ldots, S(f), S(f, \theta) \); \( d \) represents the number of discrete values \( \delta \) has, \( d = 1, \ldots, D(\delta) \). The value \( D(\delta) \) depends on the variable \( \delta \) to be analysed. For each of the one-dimensional variables \((H_s, T_e, P_W, \theta_m, \phi, S(f))\), \( D(\delta) = 1. \) For non-directional wave spectra \( S(f) \) with \( f = (f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_p) \), \( D(\delta) = p \). For directional wave spectra \( S(f, \theta) \) with \( f = (f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_p) \) and \( \theta = (\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_q) \), \( D(\delta) = p \times q \). From Eq. (6), the lower metric is, the higher the representativeness of the regrouping quality.

Fig.6. Metric values (from Eq. (6)) with reference to 7 wave parameters according to 10 regrouping methods A to J.

The metric values of 7 wave parameters including \((H_s, T_e, P_W, \nu, \theta_m, S(f), S(f, \theta))\) analysed through methods A to J are plotted in Fig. 6 to quantify the regrouping quality of different methods. Taking the value of 0.2 as an example, as can be seen from Fig.6, the metric values of \( P_W \) are close to 0.2 for all 10 regrouping methods. It means the average difference of \( P_W \) between the group mean value and each of the group members in the same group is 20%. As observed, the metric values for one-dimensional wave parameters \((H_s, T_e, P_W, \nu, \theta_m)\) are lower than those of \( p \)-dimensional non-directional spectra \( S(f) \); the metric values for non-directional spectra are lower than those of the \( p \times q \) directional spectra \( S(f, \theta) \). This is because of the reduction in detail by which individual sea states are defined as they are integrated from \( S(f, \theta) \) to \( S(f) \), to one-dimensional parameters [15].
In order to clarify further the results described in Fig. 6, the results of different regrouping methods are given a rank based on their performance. The metric results are based on the comparison of the orders of magnitude of each variable in Fig. 6. The highest representativeness of 10 regrouping methods (with the lowest value among ten methods) is ranked as ‘1’ and the lowest representativeness (the highest value) is ranked as ‘10’, the results are shown in Table 2 below:

Table 2: The ranks of different methods of HF radar data with the lowest rank marked in blue and the highest rank marked in red.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>$H_s$</th>
<th>$T_e$</th>
<th>$P_w$</th>
<th>$v$</th>
<th>$\theta_m$</th>
<th>$S(f)$</th>
<th>$S(f, \theta)$</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By comparing ten different regrouping methods, it can be seen that among all of the seven wave parameters assessed, method C (clustering with non-directional wave spectra) provides the overall highest regrouping quality (representativeness) with the lowest total ranks (20) of the metric value, which means method C provides the overall highest representativeness (with the lowest total ranks) among ten methods, which is the same conclusion with previous research [25]. It is because method C considers the influence of the wave spectrum as a whole, whereas other methods only consider several wave parameters. It is no surprise method C provides a much better overall performance than others.

From Fig. 6 and Table 2, it can be seen that there is a relationship between the quality of a wave parameter and the degree of participation of the same wave parameters in the regrouping process. Taking mean wave direction $\theta_m$ for example, method B used $\theta_m$ directly for binning process and the representativeness of $\theta_m$ for method B is highest compared with other regrouping methods (rank 1). It is a similar result for method D. Although method D uses directional wave spectra for the clustering process without using $\theta_m$ directly. However, the directional information is included in the directional wave spectra, which means method D has wave directional information.
θ_m participating in the clustering process indirectly and for this reason, method D shows a high quality for wave parameter θ_m (rank 2). Clustering method C uses the non-directional wave spectrum for regrouping, which produces representative sea states with the highest representativeness (rank 1) of the individual non-directional wave spectrum, i.e., the lowest metric value for $S(f)$. Similarly, clustering method D using the individual directional wave spectrum produces representative sea states that best represent the individual directional wave spectrum $S(f, \theta)$ with rank 1 as well.

As can be seen, the binning methods (A and B) perform less well for the majority of parameters with total ranks of 32 and 48 respectively. Method E shows high representativeness for $H_s$ and $P_w$ (both rank 1) but low for $S(f)$ (rank 6) and $S(f, \theta)$ (rank 10). Method F shows low representativeness for almost every wave parameter with the highest total rank values (total ranks 52) and is the first to be eliminated from use. Two-step methods G and H, show medium performance for most of the wave parameters with total ranks of 43 and 41 respectively and are also excluded from use. Method I and J are created in order to have a balance between the K-means clustering methods and the binning methods, which results in I and J having low performance regarding representativeness with total ranks of 41 and 37, and also need to be excluded from using.

Comparison between method C (using K-means clustering) and method A (using binning) for $S(f)$ are clearly described in Fig. 7. As can be seen, (1) both methods create 20 (or close to 20 for binning method A) groups and thus give 20 representative wave spectra; (2) each group contains a different series of members; (3) the generated representative waves can closely keep the real spectrum shape recorded by the HF radar system, which is shown to be different from the commonly used parametric JONSWAP or PM spectrum; (4) method C clusters the sea states with similar wave spectra $S(f)$ in the same group automatically, which is not the case for the binning method in that members are grouped based on the defined bin size.

As a result, method C is the method used for regrouping the HF radar measured sea states and tested physically on the 1:25 hinged-raft model, considering the time limit of the physical model testing. It should be noted that the 10 methods A to J are fully evaluated through the developed and validated numerical model testing, as discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
Fig. 7. Comparison of method A and method C in $S(f)$ space. The members in each group are plotted with grey lines; the corresponding representative wave spectrum is marked in red and the parameter $M$ represents the number of members in each group. (a) Method A. (b) Method C.

2.4. Representative sea states by method C for model testing

Since the regrouping method C has been selected to create representative sea states for physical model testing, it is then necessary to decide how many sea states can be tested with a limited time and resources. From previous work [16], the annual energy outputs determined using representative sea states with a small $K = 2$ and a large $K = 170$ are very close to each other (less than 1% difference), for a fully linear RM3 WEC model investigated numerically in WEC-Sim. To further understand the application of regrouping methods and suggest the appropriate selection of $K$, the representative sea states identified from method C with different $K$ values were tested both experimentally and numerically with a 1:25 scale model hinged raft WEC.

The hourly HF radar measured data at full scale is converted to 12 minutes time duration wave series for the physical model tank testing, based on the Froude scaling law with a length scaling of 25. The time available for the model tests is 3 weeks, and considering the time needed for wave calibration and wave settling time between cases, only a limited number of representative sea states may be tested with different $K$. After consideration, the representative sea states used for model testing are $K = 1, 5, 10, \text{and} 15$. There are in total 31 wave cases. The
representative sea states with different $K$ using regrouping method C are shown in Fig. 8 both in $H_s$-$T_e$ space and $S(f)$ space. These obtained non-directional wave spectra as shown in Fig. 8(b) are scaled down based on the length scaling of 25 and then imported into the paddle system of the basin at the UoP and the WEC-Sim numerical model to produce the 12 minutes wave series for action on the hinged raft WEC.

Fig. 8. Full-scale representative sea states for HF radar data at Wave Hub obtained using regrouping method C. (a) $H_s$-$T_e$ space. (a-1) to (a-4) represent results obtained under $K = 1, 5, 10$ and $15$, respectively. The sea states from the same group are marked in the same color and the displayed values represent the group number $k$. The representative sea states are marked with black ‘+’. (b) $S(f)$ space. (b-1) to (b-4) represent results obtained under $K = 1, 5, 10$ and $15$, respectively. The representative non-directional wave spectra are marked in solid lines using the same group color described in $H_s$-$T_e$ space.
3. Description of the physical and numerical model testing

3.1. Physical model testing

The physical model testing took place in the ocean basin of the COAST lab at UoP. Detailed parameters of this basin can be found in [26]. The geometry of the 1:25 hinged raft WEC and the layout of the physical tank testing are described in Fig. 9. The key parameters of the WEC are shown in Table 3.

![Diagram of the 1:25 hinged raft WEC and physical tank testing layout](image)

Fig. 9. (a) Schematic of the 1:25 hinged raft WEC. (b) The plan view of the physical model testing in the wave basin at the UoP. The water depth is set at 3 m.
Table 3: Main parameters for the 1:25 hinged raft WEC. The order of the inertias is $I_{xx}$, $I_{yy}$, $I_{zz}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length overall</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length fore raft</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length aft raft</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass overall</td>
<td>Kg</td>
<td>399.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass front raft</td>
<td>Kg</td>
<td>199.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass back raft</td>
<td>Kg</td>
<td>199.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertias of fore raft</td>
<td>kgm$^2$</td>
<td>15.75, 66, 71.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertias of aft raft</td>
<td>kgm$^2$</td>
<td>15.75, 66, 71.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTO rotational damping</td>
<td>Nms/rad</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring stiffness</td>
<td>N/s</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Fig. 9, this WEC model has two rafts connected by a hinge. There is a motor in the hinge that controls the rotational damping parameter. It provides a linear PTO with a rotational damping parameter of 20 Nms/rad.

There are four aerial mooring lines (parallel to the water surface without touching) with a 90$^\circ$ interval to hold the position of the device during tank testing which make this hinged raft WEC always face the direction of the incident wave and thus it is not sensitive to the wave direction. Each of the mooring lines consists of a rope and a tension spring with a linear stiffness of 28 N/m. Two recording systems were installed on the device, which is the Qualisys motion capture system and the in-built recording system. The Qualisys system records the motions of the rafts by the markers (i.e., the Qualisys balls shown in Fig. 8(a)) mounted on the rafts. The in-built recording system consists of a series of sensors inside the rafts to measure the inner temperature, the relative hinge angle between the rafts, the rotational angular velocity of the hinge, the torque generated from the PTO, and the tension forces on the 4 mooring lines. Under the excitation of the incident wave, the fore raft and aft raft generate instantaneous relative hinge angle to drive the PTO to produce torque, which is used to simulate the generator.

Four wave gauges around the WEC were installed to measure the wave elevations. The 31 representative wave spectra obtained by regrouping method C shown in Fig. 8(b) were calibrated in the ocean basin before running...
the physical model tests with the WEC. Each of the waves was measured before the model installation at the position of the hinge with a wave gauge. The measured waves were transferred into the wave spectrum using Direct Fourier Transformation (DFT) and compared with the target wave spectrum. The difference between the target and the measurement was used to calibrate the input wave signal. After calibration, all of the 31 wave cases are within 5% relative error of the target wave spectra. Fig. 10 shows one representation of the wave calibration.

Fig. 10. The calibration result of one wave spectrum from the 31 representative waves (see Fig. 8(b)) tested in the ocean basin at the UoP.

3.2. Numerical model testing in WEC-Sim

In order to compensate for the time limit of the physical model testing in which only method C was evaluated, numerical testing is also conducted in this work to provide more insight on comparing different regrouping methods A to J for WEC model testing. Here, WEC-Sim is used to conduct the numerical testing, as shown in Fig. 1(b). WEC-Sim, an open-source tool developed and released by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) in 2014, has been widely used to model different types of WEC, such as the PA, Oscillating Water Column (OWC) and oscillating wave surge converter [27]. However, there exist few studies of modelling a hinged raft WEC in WEC-Sim. Therefore, one target of the Supergen ORE Hub project is to develop and validate nonlinear WEC-Sim model for the hinged raft type WEC with physically observed nonlinearities considered. Based on this 1:25 hinged raft WEC tested in the physical tank, a nonlinear WEC-Sim model has been developed and validated. The corresponding work has been submitted and is under revision based on the reviewers’ comments. In this work, the developed and validated nonlinear WEC-Sim numerical model of
this 1:25 hinged raft is used to conduct the study of comparing different regrouping method. A quadratic viscous term in Morison equation is validated by the physical tank testing data and built into the WEC-Sim numerical model, in order to represent the nonlinear fluid viscous effect observed from the physical tank testing. Details of developing nonlinear WEC numerical model induced by fluid viscous effect can be found in [28]. It should be noted that different from using a linear numerical RM3 WEC-Sim model to assess the performance of the regrouping method [16], the hinged raft WEC-Sim model used in this work shows clear non-linearity, which will be discussed in the latter part of this section.

Taking method C with $K = 15$ as an example, Fig. 11 clearly describes the representative waves input into WEC-Sim for numerical model testing at a 1:25 model scale and the waves are obtained by scaling down the data shown in Fig. 8, using the length scaling factor of 25. As can be seen, the K-means clustering method results in similar sea states in the same groups. Additionally, the group created with $k = 6$ has the largest number of members inside with $M = 928$, taking up to 29.4% of the total 3161 sea states, while it also represents one of the most modest sea states. Conversely, group $k = 5$ has the smallest number of members inside with $M = 13$, but represents one of the most severe wave conditions. Fig. 12 plots the obtained physical and numerical response amplitude operators (RAOs) in relative hinge angle under the representative wave conditions for $k = 5$ and 6, as well as $k = 9$ and 13.

![1:25 model scale in $H_s$ - $T_e$ space](image)
Fig. 11. Representative waves imported into the 1:25 scale WEC-Sim model under method C with $K = 15$. (a) $H_s$-$T_e$ space. The sea states from the same group are marked in the same colour and the black circles are the 15 representative waves. The black numbers represent the group number $k$. Parameter $M$ represents the number of members in group $k$. (b) $S(f)$ space.

Fig. 12. Physical and numerical RAOs in relative hinge angle for the smallest and largest number of representative sea states under $k = 5$ ($H_s = 0.23$ m and $T_e = 2.02$ s) and $k = 6$ ($H_s = 0.05$ m and $T_e = 1.44$ s), as well as $k = 9$ ($H_s = 0.09$ m and $T_e = 1.66$ s) and $k = 13$ ($H_s = 0.18$ m and $T_e = 1.92$ s). The left figure shows the results in full range and the right shows the close-up.

As can be seen from Fig. 12, the physically and numerically observed resonance in relative hinge angle happens at wave period of 1.54 s to 1.60 s. Additionally, the numerical/physical RAO lines vary with different wave periods,
which confirms that the device performs nonlinearly. For numerical WEC-Sim results (solid lines), it can be seen clearly that the RAO peak decreases with increasing $H_s$. A similar trend is observed physically, under $k = 5, 9, \text{ and } 13$. The exception is for $k = 6$ (green dotted line) for which the smallest $H_s$ of 0.05 m does not generate the highest RAO peak as that obtained numerically. The reason may be that it is relatively hard to calibrate the wave accurately when $H_s$ is quite small in the physical basin. In addition, as described in Table 3, the mass and size of this hinged raft WEC are significant compared to the small $H_s$ of 0.05 m. Therefore, the physical response may be contaminated by uncertainties such as the free surface not fully settling between wave cases and the reflection in the physical basin, especially under small waves, which are, however, absent in the numerical WEC-Sim model.

As observed, under $k = 5, 9, \text{ and } 13$ with larger $H_s$, the numerical results (red, pink, and blue solid lines) match those from physical tests (red, pink, and blue dotted lines) well, with just slight over predictions.

For the total 31 representative wave cases under $K = 1, 5, 10, \text{ and } 15$ generated by method C, the numerically and physically obtained power outputs are summarised in Table 4. Detailed formulae for evaluating the power output are expressed below:

$$M_{PTO}(t) = -B_{PTO} \dot{\theta}(t), \quad (7)$$

$$P_{PTO}(t) = M_{PTO}(t) \dot{\theta}(t), \quad (8)$$

$$\bar{P} = \frac{1}{T_2-T_1} \int_{T_1}^{T_2} P_{PTO}(t) \, dt, \quad (9)$$

$$e = \frac{P_{num} - P_{phy}}{P_{phy}} \times 100\%, \quad (10)$$

where $M_{PTO}$ is the instantaneous torque generated at the hinge. For physical model testing, $M_{PTO}$ was directly measured by the in-built torque metre. For the WEC-Sim numerical model, it was calculated by Eq. (7). $B_{PTO}$ is the rotational damping parameter; $\dot{\theta}(t)$ is the angular velocity of the relative pitch angle; $P_{PTO}$ is the instantaneous power; $\bar{P}$ is the average power where $T_1$ and $T_2$ are the start and end time for the analysis of a test case; $e$ is the relative error between the physical and numerical results.

As can be seen from Table 4, the numerical and physical results agree with each other well. Using ±15% relative error limit as the boundary, for $K = 1$, the error for the only representative sea state is only 7.076%, within the boundary; 1 out of 5 cases for $K = 5$, 2 out of 10 cases for $K = 10$, and 3 out of 15 cases for $K = 15$ exceed the boundary with the highest error of 32.175%. As observed, these 6 sea states with errors out of the boundary are from the largest groups for a certain $K$ value. For $K = 5$, it is the group $k = 5$ with 1939 members (61.3%) out of 3161. For $K = 10$, they are the group $k = 2$ with 1310 (41.4%) and group $k = 8$ with 468 (14.8%) members.
respectively. For \( K = 15 \), they are group \( k = 1 \) with 362 (11.5%), group \( k = 6 \) with 928 (29.4%) and group \( k = 8 \) with 577 (18.3%) members. From Fig. 8, it can be seen clearly that all of these large groups are with small representative waves of \( H_s < 0.08 \) m under the model scale. As discussed before, the physical response can be highly affected by the water surface not being fully calm between wave cases and the reflection under small wave conditions. This explains why the representative sea state tested physically with a small target \( H_s \) has a large relative error with the numerical result of the average power output compared with large waves.

Overall, the validated non-linear WEC-Sim model can represent the physically observed performance of this device well and is used in this work.

Table 4: The obtained physical and numerical average power outputs for method C with \( K = 1, 5, 10, \) and 15.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( K )</th>
<th>( K )</th>
<th>( M )</th>
<th>( \bar{P}_{\text{phy}} ) [W]</th>
<th>( \bar{P}_{\text{num}} ) [W]</th>
<th>( e ) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1361</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>7.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>11.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>10.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1310</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>32.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>6.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>7.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>7.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>6.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>17.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>11.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>18.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>5.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>6.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>6.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>31.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>15.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>-2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>14.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4. Results and discussion of WEC performance estimation using different regrouping methods

The effect of different regrouping methods on WEC performance estimation is evaluated. Only two parameters are used to discuss the WEC performance, including total energy output and average power output in this work.

4.1. Impact of $K$

As suggested in [15], increasing $K$ (number of groups) can improve the wave regrouping quality and convergence can be reached at $K = 20$. This highlights that 20 selected representative waves can be used to efficiently represent a large wave dataset. It is well known that the WEC performance is the interaction between the wave and the device. Therefore, it would be questionable whether the 20 representative waves (as given in Fig. 5) can give high representativeness in estimating WEC performance.

Here, the impact of $K$ on the WEC performance estimation is evaluated by the total energy generated for this hinged raft WEC. The total energy generation is expressed as:

$$E_k = \bar{P}_k \times M(k) \times 720, \quad (11)$$

$$E_{total} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} E_k, \quad (12)$$

where $\bar{P}_k$ (Eqs. (7) to (9)) is the average power output from the representative sea states of group $k$ under the 1:25 scale. $M(k)$ is the number of members inside group $k$. The time used to calculate energy output is 720 s related to the one-hour duration in full scale. $E_{total}$ is the total energy output estimated under the 1:25 scale for a defined $K$.

In addition, the accurate total energy $E_{accurate}$ using the total 3161 hourly HF radar dataset without using any regrouping methods is calculated as the baseline counterpart. It is impractical to run 3161 cases in a physical ocean basin to obtain $E_{accurate}$, while it is available to run the validated WEC-Sim numerical model. Then, $E_{accurate}$ can be obtained from:

$$E_{accurate} = \sum_{i=1}^{3161} \bar{P}_i \times 720, \quad (13)$$

in which $\bar{P}_i$ is the average power output of each of the 3161 sea states under the 1:25 model scale.
Table 5: The physical and numerical total energy output for method C with different $K$ in full scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K$</th>
<th>Physical $E_{\text{total}}$ [kW-h]</th>
<th>Numerical $E_{\text{total}}$ [kW-h]</th>
<th>$e$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>325962.8</td>
<td>349028.8</td>
<td>7.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>306085.9</td>
<td>336495.7</td>
<td>9.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>301319.3</td>
<td>336701.3</td>
<td>11.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>311106.4</td>
<td>338461.6</td>
<td>8.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13. Impact of different $K$ on predicting the performance of the hinged raft WEC prototype according to total energy output under regrouping method C, investigated physically and numerically. $E_{\text{accurate}} = 334997.9$ kW-h.

The two black dash-dotted lines are the ±15% relative error limits with reference to $E_{\text{accurate}}$.

Table 5 and Fig. 13 summarise the predicted total energy outputs generated by using regrouping method C with $K = 1, 5, 10, \text{and } 15$, as well as the accurate total energy. It should be noted that the energy outputs presented are converted into full scale by scaling factor 254.

As shown in Table 5, the numerical total energy outputs predicted using the WEC-Sim model are quite close to those obtained from physical model testing under $K = 1, 5, 10, \text{and } 15$ with the relative errors limited by 11.742%.

As seen from Fig. 13, the deviations of numerical/accurate and physical/accurate are small within 15% for $K = 1, 5, 10, \text{and } 15$. Furthermore, there exists no significant trend showing that increasing $K$ can reduce the deviation between the total energy estimation and the accurate energy. To quantify this, for the total energy output from physical model testing, the average value with $K = 1, 5, 10, \text{and } 15$ is $3.11 \times 10^5$ kW-h with a standard deviation (STD) of $1.07 \times 10^4$ kW-h. The coefficient of variation (STD/mean) is 3.4%, which means the variation of the annual energy output estimation from different $K$ values is small. For the total energy output from numerical model testing, the average value with $K = 1, 5, 10, \text{and } 15$ is $3.40 \times 10^5$ kW-h; the STD is $5.97 \times 10^3$ kW-h and the
The coefficient of variation is only 1.76%. Therefore, it can be suggested that the influence of $K$ value on the total energy output prediction is not significant, according to the hinged raft WEC studied in this work. In other words, the annual energy output can be accurately predicted by using just a few representative sea states with $K \leq 15$, although the 1:25 hinged-raft numerical model is non-linear.

This is partially due to the fact presented in Fig. 14 together with the results presented in Table 4. The hinged raft WEC studied in this work is not optimally designed for the Wave Hub site. The device performs as a ‘wave rider’ with low power outputs for most waves, with a quite narrow resonance range (period of 1.54 s to 1.60 s) in which only 254 out of 3161 waves exist. Therefore, the calculation of total energy output for this device is highly dependent on the waves with a large number of occurrences but low power outputs, but not the waves for high power outputs and considerably low occurrences. From Fig. 14, it can be expected that even if a WEC model with much larger nonlinearity is used, the influence of the nonlinearity on the annual energy output is limited. It is because compared to the total number of annual hourly sea states, the number of sea states that can cause the resonance of the WEC is very small. It is necessary for the WEC to be resonated in a much wider range of $T_e$ in order for the nonlinearity to have a large effect on the annual energy output prediction. However, this hinged-raft model only resonates in a very narrow range of $T_e$. As a result, the total energy output prediction is not sensitive to $K$. It means that regardless of the linearity of the WEC model, by using the $K$-means clustering method with a small number of $K$, the total energy output can be accurately predicted. This finding is similar to that based on the fully linear RM3 WEC-Sim model for the Wave Hub site [16]. In future work, it is necessary to test the impact of $K$ according to a well-designed WEC for a considered ocean field with a broader resonance range achieved (e.g. WECs with adjustable resonance range or dual-resonance WECs [29]).
4.2. Total energy output representativeness using different regrouping methods.

Next is to compare the total energy prediction using different regrouping methods A to J. The study is conducted through the validated WEC-Sim model of the 1:25 hinged-raft. For each regrouping method, $K = 20$ is used, i.e., the 20 representative sea states given in Fig. 5 are imported into the numerical model to obtain the corresponding total energy output (via Eqs. (7) to (12)). The obtained results are summarised in Table 6.

From the results, it can be noticed that the methods using K-means clustering (C to I) show a clear improvement of representativeness in predicting total energy output compared to the binning methods (A and B), by reducing the relative errors.

Table 6: Total energy prediction from different regrouping methods for the hinged raft WEC in full scale and the errors relative to the accurate total energy generation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$E_{total}$ [kW·h]</th>
<th>$E_{accurate}$ [kW·h]</th>
<th>Relative error [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>338978.7</td>
<td>334997.9</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>338569.4</td>
<td>334997.9</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>336297.7</td>
<td>334997.9</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>335957.5</td>
<td>334997.9</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>335336.3</td>
<td>334997.9</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>337069.9</td>
<td>334997.9</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>334755.2</td>
<td>334997.9</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>337094.5</td>
<td>334997.9</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>335090.1</td>
<td>334997.9</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>338846.5</td>
<td>334997.9</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Power output representativeness analysis with different regrouping methods.

In addition to the total energy output, the average power representativeness of the device is evaluated for different regrouping methods with $K = 20$. The obtained representative sea states from each regrouping method (as shown
in Fig. 5) are imported into the validated WEC-Sim model to obtain the corresponding average power outputs under \( k = 1, 2, 3 \ldots 20 \).

The WEC’s average power outputs of the total 3161 hourly sea states can be calculated using the WEC-Sim model. Then, the metric values for the device’s power output representativeness regarding methods A to J can be carried out (using Eq. (6)), as summarised in Fig. 15. For comparison, the metric values of wave power \( P_w \) for the HF radar dataset (as given in Fig. 6) and the device power output metric values from the fully linear RM3 WEC \([16]\) are also plotted.

**Fig. 15:** Comparison of the normalised metric values (normalised by the highest values) from wave power of the HF radar dataset, the RM3 WEC power output, and the power output of the hinged raft WEC studied in this work. The used representative sea states are shown in Fig. 5.

Overall, it can be found that method C performs the best, giving relatively low metric values not only for the wave power of Wave Hub but also for the power output predictions of the two WEC devices. This highlights that the representative sea states from method C (as shown in Fig. 5) provide the wave power of Wave Hub and also the average power output estimations for the two WEC devices with the highest representativeness. Therefore, method C using K-means clustering is more recommended for conducting model testing to predict power outputs of the two WEC devices for the Wave Hub site, instead of the widely used binning method (A/B).

Additionally, it can be noticed that the metric values for the wave power and the power prediction of the RM3 WEC from different grouping methods are similar, showing the same descending order of \( B > J > I/F > D > A/H > \ldots \).
G > E/C. By contrast, the metric values of different regrouping methods for the hinged raft show significant
difference with descending order of B > F > J > I > H > E > A > D > G > C. This is because the two WEC devices
are completely different and the fully linear RM3 WEC performs more like a ‘wave rider’ compared to the hinged
raft WEC for the most common conditions at Wave Hub (see Fig. 14). Therefore, the representative wave power
from different regrouping methods can be directly reflected on the average power output prediction of the fully
linear RM3 WEC, but not the hinged raft WEC which has relatively stronger wave-device interaction and
nonlinear performance, as clarified in Figs. 12 and 14.

This in turn emphasizes that if a studied WEC performs not as a ‘wave rider’ and could achieve resonance
frequently with a broader resonance range for a specific ocean area (e.g. WECs with adjustable resonance range
or dual-resonance WECs [29]), the representative waves obtained to highly represent the characteristics of waves
for the site could be different from the most representative waves used to predict the WEC performance. Overall,
it is suggested to conduct the analysis considering the specific WEC performance (such as power output, energy
generation, fatigue, etc.) to obtain the most representative sea states for the model testing of a WEC device.

5. Conclusion

First, obtaining a small number of sea states but with high representativeness is considered important for
conducting model testing of a WEC at the design stage efficiently. The $K$-means clustering method is investigated
and compared to the widely used binning method in this work. The 3161 HF radar measured wave data for the
Wave Hub, the UK in 2012 is used as the wave dataset. 10 regrouping methods A-J are developed to achieve
representative sea states for the Wave Hub Site. It is found that method C using the $K$-means clustering technique
can generate the representative sea states, highly preserving the real wave characteristics. It should be noted that
this finding is irrelevant to WECs. To further show the benefit of $K$-means clustering method in WEC model
testing, the obtained representative sea states were then tested on a WEC.

A 1:25 designed hinged raft WEC model was tested experimentally and numerically. The numerical model is
developed in the open-source tool WEC-Sim with validation by experimental data. To the best knowledge of the
authors, this is the first time that regrouping methods from both $K$-means clustering and the binning method are
thoroughly compared on a WEC with the use of the HF radar measured physical data.

Both the physical and the validated WEC-Sim numerical results show that the 1:25 hinged-raft model is non-
linear. However, the influence from non-linearity is limited for the Wave Hub site due to the fact that most of the
sea states are with $T_e$ outside of the resonance range of the model. As a result, it was found that the total energy
output can be accurately predicted using a small number of representative sea states from method C with $K \leq 15$.

In addition, it was found that using the $K$-means clustering method not only improves the sea states with higher representativeness but also improves the device power output and total energy generation with higher representativeness, compared to the traditional binning method.

Method C, using $K$-means clustering with non-directional wave spectrum, is preferred to obtain the representative sea states for the average power output estimation of the WECs with little influence from wave direction such as the hinged raft studied here and the RM3 point absorber WEC in [16]. Overall, the methodology developed and validated in this work provides more insight into the use of the $K$-means clustering method for the design of model tests. In the future, WECs which are sensitive to incoming wave directions need to be analysed. WECs with a broader resonance range or dual resonance peaks need to be analysed as well to see the influence of group number $K$ on the annual energy prediction of the device. Additionally, the representative sea states obtained are for operational wave conditions. It is expected to use the $K$-means technique in the future to obtain extreme wave conditions.
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